NACME has a new online platform to allow NACME Corporate Supporters to connect with NACME Scholars in a more streamlined and efficient way, while providing scholars with internships and full-time job opportunities.

The new NACME Career Center (careers.nacme.org) is where NACME’s Corporate Supporters can find outstanding underrepresented minority engineering talent from NACME’s 50 Partner Institutions. NACME Corporate Supporters are able to post internships and full-time positions, as well as search for qualified applicants among the community of NACME Scholars – a motivated, high-achieving group that attained an average GPA of 3.3/4.0 and a 79.1 percent six-year graduation rate. The site is uniquely designed to identify specific candidates with customized search features including: institution, major, GPA, employment areas of interest, and geographic location preferences.

The NACME Career Center Helps Corporate Supporters:

- Find top-level underrepresented minority talent
- Engage with NACME Scholars and invite them to learn more about your company
- Increase engineering diversity recruitment

For more information on becoming a NACME Corporate Supporter, visit nacme.org/contribute/corporate-donor or call 914-539-4314.